How to SAY NO to Sexual Harassment!!!

How would you respond to the following scenarios if that occurred to you?

If someone ran his/her eyes lasciviously over your body,

**Suggestion:**

If you were gazed in a sexual nature, and your body was made disparaging remarks,

**Suggestion:**

If you were touched or cuddled by a relative,

**Suggestion:**

If you were made fun of and received a sex-related gift,

**Suggestion:**

If you received a “phone sex”,

**Suggestion:**

If you were a victim of sexual harassment on public transportation,

**Suggestion:**
**Suggested Answers:**

**If someone ran his/her eyes lasciviously over your body,**......

**Suggestion:** Stay calm and move away if possible. Ask the perpetrator, “What are you looking at?”, if he/she really bother you.

**If you were touched or cuddled by a relative,**......

**Suggestion:** Leave immediately and tell him/her that “I’m already a grown up!” Communicate with your family and seek for help if needed.

**If you received a “phone sex”,**......

**Suggestion:** Be brave and say, “You’ve dialed the wrong number!” To stop any perpetrator who had repeatedly called you, you may make noises in the phone by whistling loud.

**If you were gazed in a sexual nature, and your body was made disparaging remarks,**......

**Suggestion:** If you were made fun of and received a sex-related gift,**......

**Suggestion:** Express your anger by saying, “Could you please move away your hand?” Don’t be afraid to speak up because public pressure could scare the perpetrator away. Inform the driver if needed.